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W

elcome to our
Insider news
updates. If you’re
reading this, you are an
Insider, so we will keep it
casual. The team at Great
Plains has always wanted
to have a platform to share
news and information
in a way that is not a
brochure or social media.
Our ethos is both cutting
edge and traditional and a
‘newspaper’ or ‘magazine’
just feels like something
one might pick up and get
lost in for hours, even in
camp.

“The more that
you read, the more
things you will
know. The more
that you learn, the
more places you’ll
go.” - Dr. Seuss

So for our very first issue
of Great Plains Insider,
(Volume 1, Issue 1) we
have selected a handful of
exciting news and stories
that showcase the DNA
of Great Plains and how
the exceptional safari
experiences that we offer
are based on bespoke,
caring, meaningful and
considerate values.
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We are not the editors but
as founders and CEO the
team wanted us to launch
this exciting and creative
magazine and beyond
that we will step out of the
way and enjoy the writing,
images and content in
each Issue, alongside you.
We have had the
opportunity to read this
one in advance and We are
excited about what you will
see about our conservation
and community work, and
what our chefs have been
up to at camp, creating
beautiful concoctions
and spoiling guests with
incredible plant-based
cuisine or the all too
tempting cocktails you
might have enjoyed over
sundowners. We have even
supplied a few recipes so
you can bring a taste of
Africa home with you.
You’ll read about new
launches at Mara Toto
Camp, Mara Expedition
Camp and the refreshed
Mara Plains Camp, which
includes the new Mara
Plains Jahazi Suite. In
Zimbabwe, Tembo Plains
Camp is opening this year
in the Sapi Reserve and
these combinations lean
towards good reading in a
magazine format.

One of our incredible spa
managers has shared a
DIY spa treatment from
camp that you can treat
yourself to at home, and
like the best magazines, it
provides useful tips like this
to improve your life.
We have also included
what we have been
working on at our charity,
Great Plains Foundation,
and some of the important
projects we support, such
as the new Great Plains
Academy, Rhinos Without
Borders and Project
Ranger. Read more about
how you can support
conservation and local
communities through the
Great Plains Foundation
– you too can make a
difference!
Welcome to the Great
Plains Insider – you are one
now!
Sincerely,
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The global pandemic and its effect on tourism left millions
of acres of wildlands vulnerable as tourism slowed to a
trickle and then ceased entirely. Without income from
tourism, many rangers across the continent of Africa were
losing their vital jobs of protecting Africa’s wildlife. Great
Plains had to do something.
“In March 2020, I identified that this pandemic would bring the best out of some and the worst
out of others. To stimulate the best, we started Project Ranger.” - Dereck Joubert
Project Ranger is an emergency initiative set up by Dereck & Beverly in 2020 to raise money
to support those wildlife rangers on the front lines of conservation who have been
furloughed or have taken salary cuts to keep their jobs in the field. In
determining the support, a key factor was to direct this funding into
locations that needed it the most, to support various existing NGOs
on the continent.
The initiative has already supported rangers in over
16 projects in 8 countries from Uganda to Zambia
to Mozambique, protecting wildlife’s diversity,
including the increasingly vulnerable mountain
gorillas and rhinos.
All this is possible due to the fantastic support
we have received from valued tourism partners,
companies and NGOs.

Countries
with Active Projects

Salaries
Funded
ALL THIS IS POSSIBLE DUE TO THE FANTASTIC SUPPORT WE HAVE FROM
VALUED TOURISM PARTNERS, COMPANIES AND NGO’S.

“Thanks to Project Ranger, we were able to bring our rangers back and immediately redeploy them,
and on day one found poached giraffe, followed up and arrested those giraffe poachers!” - Tanzania.
“Our horseback patrols have been reinstated and expanded, with even better anti-poaching
success than before thanks to this supplementary funding.” - South Africa.

Meet Mpho Lebelo, fondly known as
‘Poster’, a well-respected and celebrated
rhino conservationist in Botswana. Poster
works for the Great Plains Foundation
project Rhinos Without Borders where he
manages everything from rhino welfare,
vehicle management, security and his team
of dedicated rangers.
How did you get into rhino conservation? Has it
always been in your life?
It has been most of my life. I grew up in Mmokolodi
village near Gaborone and when I was 9 I ended
school and began to work on a cattle post
looking after cows and goats. At 12 my hard
work was recognized and I was asked to work
for the Mmokolodi Nature Reserve nearby to do
bush clearing. After working here for 2 years they
introduced a new species I hadn’t seen before,
rhinos. There used to be many rhinos in the
Okavango Delta but they were heavily poached.
The survivors were safely taken to protected rhino
sanctuaries and Mmokolodi Nature Reserve was
one of these sanctuaries.
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From the skills and knowledge I had gained from
my cattle management experience I was moved to
look after rhinos. This is where my passion began,
at 15 years old. I have dedicated my life since then
to protecting this species.
I worked as a ranger for 14 years before being
awarded the Best Field Ranger award in 2014.
When did you join Rhinos Without Borders?
I read about the upcoming plans for Rhinos Without
Borders reintroduction of white rhino into the
Okavango Delta and went straight to the Great
Plains offices. A friend at the time was working
at Great Plains and helped with a meeting and I
joined the company straight away. My first work
was with the community projects, in particular
the kids educational projects, until the rhinos
were introduced to Botswana. I love working with
children and getting them excited and inspired
about conservation.

Then the plane arrived from South Africa carrying
10 rhinos to Botswana and this was a day I will never
forget. Meeting Dereck and the rhinos that I was
here to protect in the wild, and my job protecting
these rhinos began.
What does it mean to you to work for Rhinos
Without Borders?
For all the years that I was looking after the rhinos
at Mmokolodi Nature Reserve I always had passion
for them to be out in the wild and to not be reliant
on us feeding them everyday and always providing
them with water. To be a part of a project that was
reintroducing them to the wild was a dream come
true. I wanted to be a part of history to see them in
the wild again.
Everyone has different skills and purposes in life.
Some people are writers, some are musicians, I am
on this planet to protect rhinos, this is what I am
here to do. I know every rhino individually from
their personalities to their eyes to the way they
walk. These rhinos are my family. Sometimes I
forget the ages of my real children, but never the
rhinos!
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This year I have had multiple knee operations but
this won’t stop me doing my life’s purpose. I want
to lead by example and push through for the sake
of the rhinos. I know what I’m doing in my heart
and that is what matters. This is me, I am here for
them.
What do you hope for the future of conservation?
To share knowledge with the next generation is
essential for our wilderness, for our country. To
educate the children on what is the meaning of
conservation and what is the benefit.
I want to be an inspiration to the next generation
that they can do anything, even if they don’t
manage to finish school, because with enough
passion anything is possible. The kids, they say ‘I
want to be like uncle Poster’, so I am excited to be
a role model to young people in Botswana.

My dream is for rhinos to be so abundant
they are walking in the streets.
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All fine art prints available online.

THE STORY OF

SAPI
Nearly four years ago, we drove through
a concession called SAPI (which at that
time was a hunting area). Sapi is on
Zimbabwe’s Mana Pools Reserve’s eastern
boundary, and I saw something that sent
a chill up my spine. It was a field. A killing
field of bones, collected and dumped in
one spot since 1957.

It’s not a matter if we do this, but quite simply, what happens if we don’t. The bones would
have continued to pile up.
Our signature on paper immediately converted this old hunting haunt into a photographic
concession, a bold move for Zimbabwe then and an encouraging one for us at Great Plains.
Our mission is to make that transition to rebuilding, regenerating, and restoring nature to
what it was. We have spent the last four years protecting this significant concession (over
200,000 acres of land) and restoring the wildlife and its abused soul.
The natural healing process originally began, ironically, with painted (wild) dogs, one of
the most endangered species in Africa, and their reasonably extreme hunting of buffalo
herds. Then I started getting reports of leopard cubs born to a female, known to be
terrified of humans but who had given us a second chance at trusting us. The fact that
these cubs have been born ‘post hunting’ is profound and led to them quickly developing
enough comfort with our vehicle to start running in between the wheels as they played.
Elephants then started to come back in the second year, and a group of young lions
moved in, then a second and third pride.

We installed a few inland waterholes and saw an
immediate flush of prey species using the freshwater.
We continued ensuring a steady presence, a positive
presence, building that trust every day.

I hold these haunting images in my mind every time
I have to make a decision, like the one Beverly and
I discussed in Zimbabwe,“... what if we don’t do
something?”

The camp has views of the most amazing river in
Africa with its swimming elephants and hippos. And
this quickly leads to thoughts on the importance of
tourism to Africa.

Introducing Tembo Plains
Camp, Zimbabwe

It’s not all about checking off those leopard cubs or
hippos, and the elephants, is it? It’s about how we
sustain a place like the SAPI Reserve. I believe we do
it with a camp such as Tembo Plains Camp, where
we generate support for a whole conservation
area, not just a camp but also for an effort, a cause,
and the communities that live nearby. We fuel the
economic system that glues it all together, allowing
underprivileged communities some benefit, helping
them find peace in living with wildlife and in nature.
Without it, we spiral into a world of conflict.
The worst version of this is in some film I took a
few years ago in Kenya, just like the killing fields
we waded through, where 10,000 elephant tusks
were destroyed. That scene represented a line of
elephants that would have extended from Nairobi
to Dar es Salaam had they not fallen to gunfire.
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“Tembo” means Elephant and reflects more than
just a place and a name, honouring the animals
on these plains. It speaks to the long and unique
relationships we have with elephants. We draw on
their pace and their essence for the atmosphere in
camp.
This camp’s ‘territory’ is built into the thick riverine
forest located on the Zambezi River’s edge, in the
private 118,000 hectares (291,000 acres) Sapi Private
Reserve in east Zimbabwe’s Mana Pools National
Park. Tembo Plains fits into our highest level brand,
the Réserve Collection of camps alongside our
other camps like Zarafa Camp, Selinda Camp, Duba
Plains in Botswana; Mara Nyika, Mara Plains and ol
Donyo Lodge in Kenya. It is also a proud member
of Relais & Châteaux – the only camp in the whole
of Zimbabwe given this honour.

The Sapi Private Reserve, established by Great Plains
as part of our mission to convert vast tracts of Africa
into pure conservation land, is now a beautiful
private photographic reserve that borders Mana
Pools National Park.
It is recognized as one of the finest wildlife
destinations in Africa today. The Sapi Reserve is
a fantastic wildlife sanctuary, providing additional
access to Mana Pools National Park and offering a
combined range of over 337,000 hectares of prime,
protected wilderness for our guests. It is a part of the
UNESCO World Heritage Site and a core area of the
middle-Zambezi biosphere reserve.
“When I designed Tembo Plains’ it was with a view
to reference the famous Zimbabwe Ruins but not
lose sight of our love of canvas and exploring.
So we ended up with a unique combination of canvas
and stone walls. The semi-circular walls inside each
tent isolate the bath and shower from the bedroom
and indoor lounge areas bringing that architectural
reference inside. Outside, this pack-stone wall design
continues along the back of the guest bedroom, and
that really gives you a greater sense of privacy, often
an issue in tents. Still, I didn’t want an altogether ‘built
room’, so the front has these uninterrupted views
of Zambezi river flowing just meters away from the
canvas ‘tented’ portion.”

Tembo Plains Suite

Tembo Plains Main Lounge

Elephant herd crossing the Zambezi River
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GREAT PLAINS

Earth Academy
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At Great Plains, we understand that thriving conservation
programs are only possible when communities living amongst
the wildlife and protected areas are afforded opportunities to
learn, interact, and benefit from conserved regions.
The Great Plains Foundation has built and launched an initiative called the Great
Plains Academy, which aims to provide personal and community enrichment
opportunities for individuals in northern Botswana. The Academy’s role is to tackle
the lack of accessible, quality educational opportunities for young people in the
area. These enrichment opportunities are facilitated through vocational training
and supplemental education with a conservation and tourism focus.
As part of the opening of the first phase of the Academy, there were a series of
training sessions. A total of 40 participants from the Okavango Community Trust,
the Village Development Committee, and Ngambao Junior Secondary School
attended a training course on Professional CV writing and Interview skills. And
another class was held for leading women from the surrounding communities on
business training.
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WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
TRAINING AT THE ACADEMY
WITH OUR SOLAR MAMAS
The empowerment training was a women-only
business development and marketing course. The
participants included our Great Plains Solar Mamas
and other leading ladies in the communities who
are growing small businesses. We aimed to bring
new skills to these women and provide them with
the tools to grow their businesses and share their
experience with other women in their communities.
The training aimed to provide the skills to make
businesses profitable and successful, boosting
today’s small businesses into the larger enterprises
of tomorrow, helping communities achieve their
business and financial goals by training leaders to
share their knowledge.
“We want our students to understand the basics
(ideas management, business plans, and proposals)
as well as how to manage their lifestyles alongside
their businesses. Training women is essential. Women
make up a large proportion of our population, and
we must give them skills to empower and uplift
themselves.” – Botshelo Sesinyi, the trainer from the
Exobakhain Family.
We caught up with a few of our Solar Mamas, who
are very much a part of our Great Plains family, on
their small businesses and the benefits of not just
the training, but of up-skilling women in general.
Thatayaone’s project is creating building bricks
out of recycled glass in the hope of generating
business, employment and protecting the
environment from litter.

Keitlhokile Phuti

Nanjira Lesheto

“I started this project because of the increasing
number of bottles in our landfills and our delta.
When you walk around, you see bottles almost
everywhere in this region, lots of litter. So I wanted
to think about how I can convert this into something
else. Also, because we need a better source of sand
because our sand structure is not suitable for brick
moulding, I want to curb sand mining and land
degradation. I want to grow this project so it can
be known around Botswana that not everything is
waste. We, as a nation, should adopt a recycling
and environmentally-friendly lifestyle. By doing this,
we will stop littering.
The training has helped me a lot as I have learned
many things like how to start my own business,
the production processes, customer care, and
marketing skills.
Women are like the umbrella of communities. Upskilling women is vitally important as, in most cases,
they take care of their families, so this allows them
to pass on the knowledge and share their skills with
the young stars in the community. In the future,
these young stars will grow up knowing that every
idea that can positively impact the community is a
good idea. All women can succeed and do what
men can do and achieve big things.”
Olebogeng noticed a gap in the market for local
egg production in her community.
“I started this project because I saw a market gap
as it is hard to get eggs here. We have to travel far
to get eggs. I want to see this project grow into a
big poultry business in the region to create youth
employment. From this training,

Kebuseditswe Kelathilwe

Pelontle Keadimilwe

Nangana Dimape

I will hold workshops to equip other women in
the community with business skills such as record
keeping, customer care, and marketing skills.”
Nangana, Keitlhokile and Kebuseditswe are
making reusable sanitary pads for women and girls.
Nangana and Keitlhokile learned about reusable
sanitary pads during their Solar Mama engineering
training in India and saw a massive opportunity in
their communities. They understand the lack of
available products and the importance of creating
the product herself.
“I was looking at my village, noticing as we live in
a remote area where it is not easy to get access to
sanitary pads. I came up with this project to close
the gap and help women in my community easily
access hygienic pads. We have many situations
where girls are missing classes when experiencing
their periods due to lack of sanitary pads, and so
with this project, I hope to empower young girls
and give them dignity.”

Upskilling women will help have more women
in business, which will motivate the upcoming
generation to unleash their talents and independently
earn a living. I hope to share the mentality that you
don’t need a degree to be successful.”
Nanjira learned how to make solar cookers in
India and has been creating cookers and teaching
others how to make them.
“My business is all about the solar pot cooker. This
project aims to come up with sustainable ways to
protect the environment in everyday activities. I
want to equip the ladies in my community with the
skills I learned from India and see the sola cooker
being produced locally within my community and
the Beetsha community’s future.”

Kebuseditswe recognized that making the pads
is as important as training other women in the
communities how to make them and share the
skill.
“I wanted to create employment alongside sanitary
pads because of the high unemployment rate in
my community, so I train other women on how
to make reusable sanitary pads. With this project, I
also want to advocate for environmental protection
of no littering. Reusable pads reduce the waste
created from usual ones.
The training I have been through helps me
understand business and marketing skills, and I want
to encourage fellow women in my community to
start their businesses.

Sophia Lekgowa

Letso Mokwame

Our community liaison officer in Botswana, Mma
Kea, who’s been with the company for an incredible
32 years, noted, “when you uplift a woman, you
uplift a family, and you uplift a nation. Training and
education bring green pastures to people. The
future of girls and women makes me so excited.
The future will be brighter. I want to encourage all
girls to use their hands and learn to make things
themselves instead of buying them, opening up our
industries. Learning to use your hands as a starting
point will take you far in life. You can make things
instead of buying them.”

Olebogeng Samaemo

Thatayaone Moeti

“That allure of safari started in East Africa, and our plans
this year are to expand our offering in Kenya, but to do
it with an eye to that original East African safari with a
greatly improved standard. I’ve always felt that our guests
want to come to Africa to see wildlife and experience that
spirit of the continent - to be seduced by its romance and
warmth of our communities. Guests stay with us to have
their hearts and their minds stimulated. At Great Plains,
they come to step into a movie script where everything is
perfect, stylish and breath-taking. Our new camps will
encapsulate that period and yet encourage living in the
moment and being present. I know you will fall in love
here. I do each time.” - Dereck Joubert

AN INSIGHT INTO OUR
REFURBISHED

Situated in the Olare Motorogi Conservancy, one of the most iconic
wildlife destinations on the planet with unrivalled access to more than
100,000 acres of exclusive land as well as access to the 375,000 Maasai
Mara Reserve, Mara Plains Camp will re-open to guests on the 1st June
2021 after undergoing an entire refurbishment. Located upriver from little
sister Mara Toto Camp, the refreshed Mara Plains camp is completely
elevated on high-rise decks and will now offer couples a brand-new
honeymoon suite on a peninsula island. The new Honeymoon Suite can
only be accessed via a suspension bridge, offering couples their oasis of
exclusivity and privacy. Designed by Great Plains CEO and co-founder
Dereck Joubert, the new honeymoon suite at Mara Plains will have large
wooden Swahili doors, paying homage to East Africa’s essence.
Mara Plains will also be introducing the eagerly anticipated Mara Plains
Jahazi Suite, an impressive new private 2-bedroom villa, which will
open simultaneously as Mara Plains in June 2021. Featuring big wooden
Zanzibar doors, large teak Mahogany desks and exquisite luxurious red
coloured interiors, the spacious open-plan exclusive villa residence
consists of a two-bedroom suite with a shared lounge and dining area.
Included are the services of a private game drive vehicle, guide and chef.
This exceptional exclusive-use villa residence has been created especially
for guests seeking a 5-star personal safari experience catered to their
preferences.
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L ADIES SELOUS JACKET
Belted military-style ladies jacket in cotton twill.
Generous front pockets, cuffed sleeves and epaulette detail
on shoulders.
VIEW ONLINE
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THE BRAND-NEW MARA TOTO CAMP IN
KENYA, WHICH IS IDEAL FOR FAMILI ES
AND INTIMATE GROUPS TRAVELLING
TOGETHER, WILL OPEN ITS DOORS TO
GUESTS ON 25TH MAY 2021. MEANING
“BABY” IN SWAHILI, MARA TOTO CAMP
WILL BE 2KM AWAY FROM BIG SISTE R
MARA PL AINS CAMP.
Located along the Ntiakitiak River’s banks along
the Maasai Mara Reserve border, the new Mara
Toto Camp is hidden in the forest, offering guests
privacy and excellent game-viewing opportunities
with access to both the Maasai Mara Reserve and
the adjacent Mara North Private Conservancy.
Accommodating up to 8 guests, the intimate
Mara Toto Camp is ideally suited to be hired out
exclusively for intimate groups, couples, and
families with children age six and up.
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Designed by Beverly Joubert, the new camp will
boast tranquil blue-coloured interiors with leather
and canvas touches, harmoniously blending
together feelings of comfort and adventure. Mara
Toto Camp will consist of four canvas tents with
spacious brass baths, a communal relaxation area
and indoor and outdoor dining options. Opening
on 25th May 2021 at the start of Kenya’s dry
season, Mara Toto Camp will be an excellent base
for budding Big Cat photographers with leopards,
lions and other wildlife species frequently passing
through camp.
A local sapling is planted for every guest that
stays at a Great Plains Kenya camp as part of the
Great Plains Foundation’s Replacement of Shade
Programme. This sustainable travel initiative aims to
restore indigenous trees to Kenya’s vast landscape.
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REPLACEMENT OF

SHADE

INITIATIVE, KENYA
At the core of Great Plains’ heart is the ongoing
passion to do more for the communities
and wildlife we work alongside. Operating
sustainably within our local environments is
essential for long-term ecosystem wellbeing.
One of the ways to sustain life and bring
opportunities to an area is to plant trees.
26

Trees provide habitat for birds to nest in, herbivores browse the leaves, and they provide
shade for big cats to relax under during the heat of the day. Trees are our lungs. They
give us oxygen to breathe, so we must protect them.
Our safari camps in Kenya have been partnering with local communities and restoring
indigenous trees to the landscape. The team led by Paul Kamau, an expert horticulturalist
and specialist botanist, has planted over 5,000 trees since inception. The initiative goes
beyond just growing trees and includes a close working relationship with local communities,
partner organizations, and school systems, teaching future generations the value of trees
and their critical role in functioning ecosystems. Great Plains strongly believes in education
as a tool for upliftment and growth.
Our guests play an exciting part in this initiative, as they
fund the tree planting by staying at our camps. For every
guest that stays with us in Kenya, we plant a tree for them.
Our guests don’t just come on safari; they give back to
our ecosystem and communities, a tree that could shade
a pride of lions, be a refuge for a leopard with cubs or a
perfect spot for a bird to build its nest.

GREAT PLAINS | DISPATCHES,
Summer
2021
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Meet Paul Kamau - Expert
horticulturalist and leader of the
Replacement of Shade initiative.
In between planting trees and leading the initiative,
we managed to catch up with Paul on all things
gardening and Kenya.
Hi Paul, could you tell us about yourself, where
you are from, and how you got into all things
gardening and botany? Was gardening and
horticulture always a passion of yours? I am a
Kenyan citizen; my interest in gardening started
when I was in High School – I chose Biology as
my favourite subject. And that is the time I came to
study Botany deeply. I have done many courses in
Landscaping and Ornamental Science.

What is it that you love about gardening the most?
I have a passion for gardening and for helping to
create healthy ecosystems. Healthy ecosystems
create healthy places to live for not only animals
but for people as well. I know all of the plants and
trees by their botanical and common names and
family. I know where they grow best and what
many medicinal uses are as well. I believe that
where there is a tree, there is life.
What does the Replacement of the Shade
initiative mean to you? To me, the Replacement
of Shade Initiative means planting many more trees
and shrubs to replace the ones knocked down by
elephants and ones that have died. I established a
tree nursery program for every Great Plains Camp,
with no less than 700 seedlings of different native
indigenous species.
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What will these trees do for the communities
and landscapes? How are they important? The
importance of these trees is critical. Some of the
trees have medicinal power: for example, from
Warbugia Ugandanesis, you can create an infusion
of the bark and roots, which can be used to
treat stomach aches, toothaches, fever, general
muscular pains, and even malaria. With Croton
Megalocarpus, the bark is used to kill intestinal
worms, relieve whooping cough, and you can
boil the roots to treat chest pain, pneumonia,
and internal swelling. For Acacia Geradii, the bark
is widely used to treat coughs and sore throats.
These are just a few examples of the healing power
of plants. Trees also support riverbanks, prevent
soil erosion, create shade for both humans and
animals, and be used as firewood for heating and
cooking.
What is your dream for tree planting and
horticulture in Kenya? My dream for tree planting
and horticulture in Kenya is to create an initiative
for every household in Kenya to have their tree
planting program supervised by the Kenya Forest
Service and every family to have a small vegetable
garden for their daily meals.
What are your favourite things about Kenya
and any favourite plants? My favourite thing
about Kenya is that Kenya has an excellent policy
concerning the environment. Every year in May,
we also have Tree Planting Day. My favourite plant
is a Cycad, and my favourite tree is the Warbugia
Ugandanesis

MARA PLAINS CAMP
MARA NYIKA CAMP
WWW.GREATPL AINSCONSERVATION.COM

MARA EXPEDITION CAMP
MARA TOTO CAMP
|

INFO@GREATPL AINSCONSERVATION.COM

welcome to

MARA
EXPEDITION
CAMP
“This is a brand new camp, positioned on high ground in a grove of typical
East African acacia trees overlooking a valley in the Maasai Mara Game
Reserve. The camp tells the story of early day explorers with touches of
campaign furniture and open air space under light canvas. It is an ideal
camp, from which to start your safari looking for big cats such as cheetah
and lion. Most days, you don’t even have to go very far!” - Dereck Joubert
Mara Expedition Camp is a magical revisiting of the past, drawing on Africa’s original
explorers’ designs and designed for those who search for East Africa’s romantic
safari era. Here, you will experience the best of both worlds: the intense action of the
Maasai Mara ecosystem, as well as the more private 70,000-acre Mara North Conservancy.
Mara Expedition Camp is a stylish experience and adventure camp unique to the industry
and fits the service levels, specialized guiding, and design associated with Great Plains
Conservation.
It is safari chic with five light and airy, spacious canvas tents, each with en-suite bathrooms
where you enjoy piping hot water from huge brass safari showers. Under the grove of
Africa ebony trees, its humble main area is lit by lantern and candles, simple in design, but
just enough for all the comforts. This camp’s ambience and ‘back to the classics’ safari
design will be a sure hit with private groups and safari enthusiasts.
The camp is locally famous for it’s resident leopards who are frequent visitors. It is positioned
to take the best advantage of two migrations – the famous annual Serengeti migration and
the green season migration from Loita Plains, an additional 50,000 wildebeest and over
100,000 zebras vying for grazing rights. Mara Expedition Camp is the perfect place for the
ardent safari-goer. Full days, with picnic breakfast (and often lunch, too), traverse some of
Africa’s most prosperous game country, renowned for extraordinary predator density and
frequent hunts. Access to both the Masai Mara Reserve and Mara North Conservancy give
guests options of more privacy.
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gourmet

plant-based
cuisine
N O W AVA I L A B L E

Great Plains is delighted to be offering guests highend locally sourced plant-based meals at all of
their stunning safari camps in Kenya, Botswana and
Zimbabwe. Located in some of the most remote
areas in Africa, each Great Plains property offers a
vast selection of delicious vegan cuisine using the
finest local ingredients. Great Plains chefs undergo
culinary training in preparing and presenting vegan
cuisine to a very high standard, which caters to all
palettes and dietary requirements.
Dereck and Beverly Joubert, CEO and co-founders
of Great Plains, have been practising a plantbased diet for over a year and are in the process
of creating The Great Plains Plant-Based Recipe
Cookbook for future guests to enjoy and re-create
favourite holiday dishes back at home.
Dereck Joubert commented, “Well, over a year
ago, Beverly and I decided to switch to a totally
plant-based diet and dropped all meat. We’ve
never felt better or more fit. Our camps’ staff
already had significant training around vegan
meals because we cater to every dietary need at
Great Plains. Now having tested this eating style
ourselves, we’re rolling it out throughout all our
camps and have upgraded culinary training around
plant-based meals to offer our guests the finest
and healthiest cuisine possible.”
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Plant-based menus at Great Plains camp will vary
depending on seasonal ingredients available. Only
the finest and freshest produce is offered to guests
throughout the day, including afternoon tea and
during game-drives, rest stops and sundowners.
Great Plains guests will be treated to a rainbow
selection of colourful fruit and vegetables from
Africa’s bountiful shambas. In Kenya at Mara Nyika
camp, Chef Dominique Saningo Kota’s vegan
specialty dishes include Smokey Aubergine and
Kimchi Tacos, Chilli and Lime Cauliflower Steak
with Coconut and Lime Tzatziki. The sinfully
delicious ‘I can’t believe this is vegan’ Double
Chocolate Fudge Cake is also a highlight. Mara
Nyika’s Watermelon Coconut Sorbet and Mango
Lime Nice Cream are also camp favourites.
Great Plains is proud to be offering the finest
culinary experience for all guests, no matter any
dietary restriction. Guests have been surprised and
amazed that their delicacies are plant-based, dairyfree, or gluten-free. Botswana’s Executive Chef
Tiaan van Greunen Selinda Camp spoils guests
with his crowd-pleaser pudding, Ginger eggless
sponge cake served with fennel gel and salty
popcorn covered in avocado and wasabi sorbet.

Guests of Great Plains can anticipate a
sensational safari experience, stunning
accommodation in Africa’s most unspoiled
areas with five-star service and a top-notch,
sophisticated culinary offering catering to all.

“You can make something
delicious that is good for you
without compromising on taste,
which is what we are showcasing
at all our camps and what our
upcoming Great Plains PlantBased Cookbook will be all about.”
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DIY Cocktail from Kenya
Whether you are enjoying a
refreshing mocktail or relaxing with
a sundowner, we invite you to take
the time to enjoy these drinks and
transport yourself to Botswana and
Kenya as elephants wander past.

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•

1 lime (large)
6 or 8 ice cubes (crushed)
2 tots of vodka
1 table spoon of honey to taste (add more if you
like it on the sweeter side)
• A handful of mint

Kenya Donyo Dawa
Guests at ol Donyo Lodge always ask us
what cocktail we recommend and we always
recommend The Donyo Dawa. We don’t add
sugar like others do. We don’t want to take the
flavours away from our locally sourced Maa
Honey that compliments the freshly squeezed
lime - creating a bitter sweet marriage over the
vodka.
The Dawa is a well-known refreshing beverage
in Kenya from the foot of Mt. Kilimanjaro to the
depths of the Maasai Mara, and interestingly
means ‘medicine’ in Swahili. As the sun sets
behind the looming Kilimanjaro... with a breeding
herd of elephants ambling slowly past and giving
you time to soak in the moment... you take a sip
of your refreshing zesty Donyo Dawa... Kenya
experience complete.

Method:
1. Cut half the lime into quarters and squeeze the
other half of lime into the glass.
2. Add the honey
3. Use the wooden stick (or spoon if you don’t
have a Dawa stick) and crush the mint and
chopped lime and mix in with the honey. This
stick is often known as the magic stick as it
dissolves and crushes the flavours together.
4. Crush the ice cubes and place into the glass
5. Add the vodka
6. Mix all ingredients in the glass together well with
the stick.
You can top it up with soda water if you wish or
add more lime or honey to taste.
Sit back (and perhaps watch our ol Donyo Lodge
live camera) and transport yourself to the magic of
the Chyulu Hills.
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Mocktail from Botswana
For those looking for a non-alcoholic
option, Michael Jones from Selinda
Camp has shared with us this signature
mocktail:
The Tea & Tonic (T&T) Mocktail
Think G&T’s but with a different letter (and
without alcohol). This isn’t just a different letter
but a different taste. Taking the gin out of a G&T
and replacing it with tea introduces to you our
Tea & Tonic!
The T&T takes the flavour of tea, a little bit of
lemon, a little bit of lemon juice and a great
tonic, combines them into a refreshing drink that
wouldn’t be missed at an African Sundowner,
afternoon tea, lunch; I wouldn’t mind even
waking up to one!
This mocktail made with (ideally Rooibos) Tea
can be adapted to any tea and any good tonic.
As this is mixed with a sugar syrup, the lemon
juice and tonic water help break some of
the sweetness. So add as much lemon juice as
you like…
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Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•

1 cup Brown Sugar
1 cup Water
4 Rooibos Tea Bags
15ml Fresh Lemon (or to taste)
275ml Barker & Quin Indian Tonic

Equipment:
• Saucepan
• Tumbler/ shallow jam jar
Method:
• Combine brown sugar and water to a saucepan,
boil, and ensure the sugar has dissolved. Add the
tea bags and slightly reduce.
• Remove from the heat and allow to sit for
an hour or two. The longer it’s left, the more
concentrated the flavour. This makes about half
a cup of syrup.
• Take 45ml of your rooibos syrup and add to a
tumbler. I used a shallow jam jar. Add the lemon
juice, top off with ice and pour the tonic over
the ice.
• Garnish with a slice of lemon peel and stir to
combine.
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RESTORATIVE
TRAVEL
Great Plains has exquisite experiences in Botswana, Kenya, and Zimbabwe and we are
delighted to offer guests a variety of options to disconnect, relax and rediscover their
inner zen during their safari holiday. Guests can choose from pampering spa treatments,
yoga and meditation, scenic swims, as well as stunning outdoor activities including
walking safaris, riding, boating and mountain biking when they aren’t busy spotting
some of Africa’s most iconic wildlife species and more in some of the most pristine areas
of Africa.
Dereck Joubert, co-founder and CEO of Great Plains, commented, “With 2020 hindsight,
or at least in the rear-view mirror, lessons overwhelm me about what is important and
what is, quite simply, not. Our collective value system has had to evolve. And I have spent
the last months evaluating and delving deeply into what we do at Great Plains. Sure, we
are a conservation first company, with great accommodations and exposure to the finest
locations the African continent has to offer, but it is more than that, isn’t it? It is about
lifestyle. Come on safari with us, and you will experience a far more expansive journey
into a lifestyle designed around treating life as a gift to yourself. The finest gift. So as both
recipient and giver, why shouldn’t we aim high for the best and soak it in? A Great Plains
safari or journey is about restorative travel, where we give back and receive gifts along the
way - gifts of kindness, physical pampering, exercise, eating good clean natural food - and
slowing down to take it all in. Restoring your soul in Africa!”
Guests visiting Great Plains Kenya properties will be spoilt for choice with outdoor
activities and spa treatments during their stay. ol Donyo Lodge, nestled in the Chyulu Hills,
is surrounded by breath-taking views across the sprawling plains with Mount Kilimanjaro
as a constant safari backdrop. The lodge provides guests with the opportunity to embark
on a horseback safari, from beginner to expert level, across the sprawling plains in the
shadow of Kilimanjaro alongside cheetah, giraffe, elephants and more!
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Awaken your senses
AWAKEN YOUR SENSES

This stimulating head and body massage uses aromatherapy oils to
release tension throughout the entire body, leaving guests with a
deep sense of relaxation as they awaken from cloud nine.

Out of africa couples treatment
OUT OF AFRICA COUPLES TREATMENT

The Out of Africa enriching couples spa treatment for two deep
cleans and rejuvenates tired skin, starting with a full-body exfoliation
followed by a moisturizing body balm massage, which leaves skin
feeling tender and soft. Enjoy a facial massage rich in natural extracts
to release facial tension and to leave purified skin glowing.

Restorative travel is the new now.
Spend time wiht yourself, rejuvinate your mind, body and soul.

Beverly Joubert.
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Restorative travel
The 100% solar-powered ol Donyo Lodge offers
yoga mats in all rooms, so guests have the option
to stretch, move or meditate at the start or end
of their day. Sunset yoga and meditation sessions
under the iconic acai trees are encouraged, and
private yoga teachers are available upon request.
Admire the crystal-clear African night sky from the
camp’s beautiful star beds and fall asleep to the
sound of rumbling elephants ahead of a morning
hike in the Chyulu Hills.

At the end of a memorable day, it will be a challenge
not to drift off into a deep slumber after a few drops
of the Great Plains Sweet Dreams essential oils are
placed on guests’ pillows.

Guests visiting Great Plains Botswana properties
will have several enriching activities to choose
from in stunning surroundings amongst the local
wildlife and scenery, aiming to provide a relaxing
and memorable safari holiday. Imagine swimming
in your private plunge pool overlooking the vast
Botswana plains as elephants pass by! Each of our
Reserve-level camps also offers in-room yoga
mats, exercise equipment and an exercise bicycle
so guests can stay on their fitness routine should
they wish during their holiday. Guided bush walks
with the expert Great Plains guides, gliding through
the Okavango Delta’s water lilies on a mokoro or
canoe, and floating on Zibadianja lagoon (only
available at Zarafa camp) with a delectable meal
alongside the hippos and stunning sunset are all
must-try Botswana camp experiences.

We wanted to bring some wellness to you across the
world, so we created a DIY spa wellness treatment
from Rita’s Bush Spa at ol Donyo Lodge so you can
treat yourself from your own home! Keep reading
the following page to step-by-step instructions we hope you enjoy them and it transports you to
the beautiful Chyulu Hills in Kenya.

All reserve-level camps also offer guests a selection
of rejuvenating in-room spa treatments to choose
from, including hydrating facials, deep tissue
massages, African head and foot massages for
adults or younger guests and the signature Great
Plains Renewal Treatment. This signature treatment
starts with dry body brushing and exfoliation to
scrub and remove old skin, followed by a full-body
peel-off mask and deep massage using locally
sourced African ingredients. The Great Plains
Renewal Treatment treats tired muscles from long
travels and stimulates a deep sense of relaxation,
leaving guests feeling revived and recharged.

Great Plains guests will return home from their
safari holiday feeling restored and reconnected
with themselves after a memorable experience
throughout their stay in some of the most pristine
pockets of Africa.

RITA’S DIY SIGNATURE
RENEWING SPA
TREATMENT
YOU WILL NEED:
1. Herbal tea (ideally ginger – ginger is emotionally
warming, uplifting, relieves mental exhaustion.
‘The oil of empowerment’ – ginger lights the
inner fire.)
2. Paper and pencil
3. A bowl of water
4. Body brush
5. Exfoliating scrub
6. Body butter/ moisturizer
7. Essential oils – Kenya local oils are geranium,
eucalyptus and Frankincense
8. Candle
9. Towel
10. Dressing gown (you can also use a towel)

The view overlooking Kilimanjaro from ol Donyo Lodge
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PREPARATIONS
1. Make a soothing mug of herbal tea
(chamomile or mint etc).
2. Set out a small piece of paper and a pencil
(this will be to write out what you are wanting
to cleanse and release through the treatment).
3. Prepare the space with a candle, essential oil,
towel, body brush, exfoliator and body butter/
moisturizer.
4. You will also need a towel that you will wet
with warm water to wipe off the body scrub.
TREATMENT
1. Take a hot shower or a bath.
2. Sit in a dressing gown or towel with your cup
of herbal tea and reflect on the past year/
few months and write out on the paper what
you would like to release and leave behind, to
‘shed’. It could be an emotion, a behavior type,
a fear etc.
3. Once you have finished writing down what you
hope to shed, rip up the paper into small pieces
and put in the bowl of water.
4. Take a deep breath as you watch the pieces
disintegrate into the water.
5. Put a few drops of essential oil into your palms,
rub them together, close your eyes and breath
in the oils with another deep breath.
6. Take your body brush and brush your body in a
circular motion starting with the feet. Work up
slowly brushing your legs and abdomen and
chest and finally your arms ending with your
hands. Nothing should be rushed.
7. Take a healthy amount of exfoliating scrub
with your hands and massage slowly into your
body in sections. Start with your feet and your
legs and wipe off with a towel soaked in warm
water. Each time you wipe off the scrub you are
wiping away the past.
8. Massage scrub into your abdomen and chest
and gently wipe off with warm soaked towel
9. Finally scrub your arms and wipe off with warm
soaked towel.
10. Take a few deep breaths with your eyes closed.
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Hi Rita, could you give us some information on
who you are, where are you from, and what do
you do for Great Plains? I am from Mbirikani, the
closet village to the lodge, and I am a Spa Therapist
at ol Donyo Lodge.
How did you become a therapist, and how
long have you been with the company? My
grandmother inspired me to become a therapist.
She used to nurture us if we were hurt and treat
us by massaging our wounds. We always felt
better after her treatments. I then envisioned
myself healing and treating people through spa
treatments.
What do you love most about the work you do?
I love engaging with different people from all over
the world. I love helping people feel renewed and
relaxed during their stay at ol Donyo.
What do you think is unique about Kenya
and ol Donyo Lodge in particular? Kenya is a
fantastic country because it has a wide variety of
cultures and landscapes. I love that every corner
of Kenya has a different experience to offer, in
particular ol Donyo. ol Donyo is a welcoming
space. It truly is my second home. The warmth of
the team, from the management to the rest of the
team, is heart-warming. I love how guests feel that
ol Donyo Lodge has a powerful and unique energy
because it really does. Some might say this is
because we are surrounded by lava ash and rocks.
Aside from your work, do you have hobbies at
home? I love walking in the surrounding nature,
cooking up a storm for my family and watching
movies.
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Great Plains is proud to offer its younger guests
The Young Explorers Programme in our Botswana,
Zimbabwe and Kenya safari camps. Children aged
six and up can anticipate a holiday of a lifetime with
Great Plains, where they will see their favourite
animals in their natural habitats for the first time
whilst bonding with their families at the same time.
These Young Explorers will also learn basic survival
skills, track animal spoor, learn the principles of
conservation, and so much more as they explore the
freedom and purity of Africa.

“I look forward to sharing the best things with people I love, and for many, that special moment
on safari to one of our camps is that best thing. I smile when I hear the stories growing larger
over the dinner or campfire as a family relives the day, the lions and leopards, the canoe trail.
After all, the one campfire rule is never to let the facts get in the way of a great story! But it’s all
about sharing these moments, isn’t it? So, spend a moment exploring what we offer families for
that exceptionally curated, family safari,” Dereck Joubert
Once each young explorer completes their course and activity book with their guide and family,
they receive a certificate for graduating from the Great Plains Young Explorers programme with
a badge and certificate. They return home as proud Conservation Ambassadors.
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“We can all remember the liberating feeling as kids
when we had the freedom to be outside all day,
making stuff from sticks, catching tadpoles, and
climbing trees. We were all explorers of some kind.
We still are. As children, we explore, we discover,
we get lost in our adventures, but we always return
more the wiser and more enlightened. Safaris with
kids are much the same– a time to stimulate all
the senses- although we try not to lose them!” said
Joubert.

Young Explorers will also have the opportunity to
make local jewellery or a traditional bangle from
grass and practice bush cooking by creating a
family breakfast on an open fire under a bush chef’s
guidance. Children and teens will learn from their
guides about the vegetation and wildlife they see
during the morning or evening game-drive, whether
it is testing their newly acquired tracking skills or
seeing creepy crawlies and nocturnal animals by
moonlight or with a flashlight.

The Young Explorers Programme encourages
children to become their most adventurous selves
by stepping away from traditional everyday life, so
they return home with an entirely new perspective
as Great Plains Conservation Ambassador graduates.
Upon arrival at camp, children will receive a Great
Plains Young Explorers pack, including a compass,
torch, an activity book, traditional board games and
a letter from a Motswana pen pal. The speciallycreated activity book, filled with exciting information
and games, includes basic Setswana or Swahili
vocabulary, animal tracks, a safari journal, facts on
flora, fauna and the night sky constellations of the
southern hemisphere. Young guests are paired with
an exceptionally trained guide who will host, teach
and care for them with their families throughout
their stay.

Family safaris with Great Plains are available at three
Kenyan properties where families will bond together
on game drives, horseback, hot-air balloon rides,
mountain biking, guided walks and sundowners
with Maasai warriors. When guests of The Young
Explorers Programme in Kenya aren’t enjoying
cycling on the plains, a game drive, or making a
splash in the camp pool, they will have a chance
to visit a local school, learn ceremonial traditions
of the young Maasai and even practice local bush
beading with Maasai ladies at a neighbouring village.

Botswana is a beautiful family safari destination, and
the private concessions allow extreme flexibility to
explore the area by foot, canoe and vehicle, day and
night. Sample activities for Young Explorers staying
in the Great Plains Botswana properties include:
practising how to use binoculars in the wild and
understanding Bayei survival skills such as animal
tracking, casting a rod and learning how to fish on
a boat or canoe - all catch and release, another
demonstration of subtle ethics Great Plains love to
impart on our younger guests.
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“We aim to develop new naturalists, to encourage
those that have already started on this journey and
to provide a safe place for that outdoor experience
that is unavailable to so many today. At the same
time, for every family we host, we set aside some
money to host local children in our Conservation
Camps, so this naturalist journey is shared locally.
The bonds that are re-established on safari, in
nature, go far beyond those we have at home.
These regenerative moments make a lifetime of
new family memories together, and Great Plains
would like to facilitate these memories for you,” said
Dereck and Beverly Joubert, co-founders of Great
Plains.
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WWW.GREATPLAINSCONSERVATION.COM
RESERVATIONS@GREATPLAINSCONSERVATION.COM

